11:30  Registration ~ Cascia Hall

12:00  Welcome: Dr. Joseph Kelley, Center for the Study of Jewish-Christian-Muslim Relations

12:15  Opening Keynote: Dr. Rich Miller, Professor of Theology, Creighton University
       Catholic Initiative and Response to Climate Crisis

1:00   Lunch with Guided Conversation in response to Keynote

2:00   Our Response to the Climate Crisis: The Front Lines
       The Street, The Pulpit and The Classroom
       ● Rev. James Antal, United Church of Christ, Massachusetts Conference President
       The Street: Environmental Protest
       ● Pastor Lee Bluemel: Unitarian Universalist Church, North Andover
       The Pulpit: Faith in Action
       ● Dr. Roger Gottlieb, Professor of Philosophy, Worcester Polytechnic Institute
       The Classroom: Transforming Visions, “Environmental Despair: What it Is and How to Face it”

3:40   Open Discussion in Response to Panel

4:10   Screening of the Emmy Award Winning Film “Journey of the Universe”

5:10   Dr. Peter Ellard, Dean of Academic Success
       The Religious Implications of the Science Behind “Journey of the Universe”

5:15   Dinner and Guided Conversation: Key questions from today’s event. In Mack Club

6:30   Dessert Reception in Rogers Center for the Arts

7:00   Closing Keynote: Dr. Gina McCarthy, Dean, Harvard School of Public Health, Former Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency under President Obama.
       Climate Science and Climate Policy

7:45pm Discussion Q&A